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Photo Gallery
Minister Shozaburo Jimi visited France and Belgium on a five day schedule starting January 9. In France, he held
meetings with Christine Lagarde (Minister of Economic Affairs, Finances and Industry, 1st photo below), Christian
Noyer (Governor of the Banque De France, 2nd photo below), Eric Besson (Minister of Industry, Energy and the
Digital economy under the Minister of Economy, Finance and Industry), and Jean-Paul Bailly (President of La Poste
Group).
In Belgium, he held a meeting with European Commissioner Michel Barnier.

Christine Lagarde, French Minister of Economic Affairs, Finances and Industry (left)
shakes hands with Minister Shozaburo Jimi

Christian Noyer, Governor of the Banque De France
shakes hands with Minister Shozaburo Jimi
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Featured
International Conference on
The Role of the Financial Sector in Promoting Economic Growth in Asia
(February 3, 2011)

The Financial Research Center of the Financial Services Agency (FSA Institute) hosts joint international
conferences which bring together the financial industry, academia, and the government sector from Asia, Europe and
the United States to discuss practical issues concerning the financial system. This year’s international conference was
jointly hosted by the FSA Institute, the Asian Development Bank Institute (ADBI) and the Keio University Global
Center of Excellence (GCOE) Program on February 3, 2011, and was titled “The Role of the Financial Sector in
Promoting Economic Growth in Asia.” The conference was attended by over 300 participants from Japan and
abroad, including academics, government and central bank officials, financial institutions, and officials from foreign
embassies in Tokyo.
At the start of the conference, Shozo Azuma, Senior Vice Minister of Cabinet Office for Financial Services, gave
welcoming remarks. The minister stated that, “we aim for our financial markets to grow with Asia through their role
as Asia’s financial center by deepening and strengthening their functions further. This conference is such a
worthwhile opportunity, with participation by researchers, supervisors, and financial institutions from many Asian
countries and Australia.”
The conference examined what role the financial sector should play to secure continuous growth in the Asian region
and how best financial supervision and regulation could enhance such a role. It also looked at the impact of the
global financial crisis on the Asian financial system and implications of the undergoing discussions on global
regulatory reforms for Asia.
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Following is the summary of the conference prepared by Prof. Naoyuki Yoshino, Director of the FSA Institute and
Professor of Economics at Keio University.
*** ** ***
Session I:

The Development of the Asian Financial and Capital Markets and Its Implications for Financial
Regulations
In session I, the impact of the global financial crisis on the financial system was examined and the progress in
undergoing discussions on financial regulatory reforms was reported.
Mr. Masamichi Kono (Vice Commissioner for International Affairs, FSA Japan) explained how the recent global
financial crisis emerged and how it spread to European and U.S. financial institutions. In response to the emergence
of the crisis, bank rescue plans and regulatory responses were taken to stabilize the financial system. By spring 2008
the crisis seemed to have been managed, but in 2010 it turned into sovereign risk issues. Standard-setting bodies such
as the Financial Stability Board (FSB) are developing rules and standards in response to the crisis. Mr. Kono stated
that there are still some gaps to be addressed, such as the shadow-banking issue. Regarding the FSB and other
standard-setting bodies, there should be strong legitimate criticism about their arrangements, governance and
transparency given the importance and influence of the rules they set. Rules set by the G20 and the FSB are applied
globally so there must be wide support and understanding for their activities. It was pointed out that the situation of
Asia is different from the United States and Europe, and therefore Asia’s voice must be institutionalized in the process
of designing the new regulatory framework.
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Mr. Hunsuk Rhee (Deputy Director General, International Cooperation, Financial Services Commission, Republic
of Korea) presented Korea’s experience in addressing the global financial crisis. At first, Korea was hit by the
shortage in foreign currency liquidity, which later turned into credit risk. To cope with the liquidity shortage, the
government provided payment guarantee to foreign currency borrowings by Korean banks, and with other measures in
place Korea exited from the crisis quickly. He added that one country’s efforts are not enough to address risk, and
emphasized that coordinated efforts are necessary. He expressed his view that there are pros and cons to universal
implementation, but to avoid regulatory arbitrage, rules should be implemented in the same manner across all countries.
Dr. Shogo Ishii (Director, Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific, IMF) described the current global situation as a
dichotomy. The global economy is recovering, but the financial system is still unstable. Sovereign risk and
banking-sector credit risk are intertwined. The creditworthiness of banks declined as shown in an increase in the
credit default swap (CDS) spreads. Recently, as sovereign risk has been increasing, countries’ CDS spreads are also
increasing.
So far credit growth has remained moderate in general in the Asian region, but asset price pressures are strengthening
as seen in the rising trend in the property market in China. Asset reallocation by global investors could increase
further capital flows, risking macroeconomic and financial stability. Capital inflows to Asia are likely to continue,
and hence a challenge for Asia would be how to manage volatile liquidity to maintain stability in the economy and the
financial system.
Mr. Pietro Ginefra (Chief Representative for Japan, Korea and South East Asia, Bank of Italy) commented on recent
developments in Europe following the global financial crisis. The global financial crisis revealed a lack of adequate
macro-prudential supervision and an absence of truly harmonized rules in Europe. Given the situation, Europe
decided to establish the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB), which is responsible for macro-prudential analysis in
Europe, and the European System of Financial Supervisors (ESFS), which is responsible for micro-prudential
supervision with national authority and cross-border colleges of supervisors. Since Europe has faced sovereign risk,
he pointed out the need for double-checking the effects of bank bailouts on public debt stability. Bank bailouts are
useful to stabilize financial markets in the beginning, but later they can cause sovereign risk issues through increased
public debt, and therefore decisions on bailouts need to be made carefully.

Session II: The Current State of the Financial Sector and the Regulatory Framework in Asian Economies
Session II looked at the financial systems of China, India, Thailand and the Philippines closely. Presenters from each
country explained the current situation and how their financial system dealt with the global financial crisis. The
effects of global regulatory reforms, such as Basel III, on their financial systems were also explained.
Mr. Luo Ping (Director General of Training Department, China Banking Regulatory Commission) explained recent
developments in China’s financial sector.
The key issue for China is how to keep focused on the domestic policy agenda while adopting new global standards.
Basel III is another important milestone for capital regulation. However, Basel III is only part of an effective
regulatory framework. While phasing in Basel III, China also needs to implement the idea of forward-looking
provisioning policy, particularly to address the deterioration of credit quality following huge credit expansion in order
to arrest the downturn of the economic activities indirectly affected by the financial crisis. In addition, activity
restriction will be another effective tool to prevent banks from getting too complex for bankers to manage and for the
regulators to supervise. China will focus on the domestic policy as a priority, while adopting new global standards.
Until capital markets in China become mature enough to help finance a significant part of the funding demand, indirect
intermediation by banks will continue to be dominant in China’s financial situation. Therefore, the challenge remains
with respect to how to keep the right balance between enhanced regulation and promoting financial innovation.
Dr. Abhijit Sen Gupta (Associate Professor, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India) presented the impact of the global
financial crisis on India’s financial system.
Despite a low exposure to the non-performing assets involved in the sub-prime crisis and a gradual approach towards
liberalization of the financial sector, certain parts of the Indian financial sector were significantly affected by the global
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financial crisis. The consequent tightening of the liquidity and the slump in global and domestic demand had a strong
adverse effect on the industrial sector, a large part of which is covered by small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
Therefore, there was a significant decline in employment and output in some parts of the SME sector. Indian
policymakers reacted in a proactive manner, and introduced measures to counter the adverse effect of the financial
crisis but the subsequent recovery has not been uniform. With regard to Basel III, the Indian financial sector will be
impacted by its introduction. While financial institutions in India are in a comfortable position to meet some of the
proposed Basel III standards, the implementation of some of the other standards would be a challenge.
Mr. Bandid Nijathaworn (former Deputy Governor, Bank of Thailand) discussed regulatory reforms carried out in
Thailand’s financial system.
Financial-sector development in Thailand in the last ten years has been a story of restructuring, adjustment, and
renewal. The reform of the regulatory and supervisory framework put in place following the Asian financial crisis
was important in rebuilding and strengthening the financial sector, and it brought about a sounder and more resilient
financial system. Such strength has enabled the economy to successfully weather the impact of the global financial
crisis and helped place the economy on a recovery path. Key to these reforms was the consolidation of the banking
sector, initiatives to deepen and broaden the capital market, the reform of the regulatory and supervisory standards
under Basel II and IAS 39, and the reform of the legal framework in the financial sector. To further strengthen the
financial sector, the reform efforts are continuing under the broad agenda of the Financial Master Plan Phase II, which
focuses on improving the financial system’s level of efficiency through greater competition, reducing the system cost
by addressing the problem of non-performing loans, expanding access to financial services, and strengthening the risk
management capacities of banks through complex financial markets and infrastructure in the current global financial
crisis.
Mr. Diwa C. Guinigundo (Deputy Governor, Central Bank of the Philippines) presented the financial system of the
Philippines.
The Philippine’s financial system remained strong after crises in the 1980s and 1990s and even in the recent global
financial crisis. Important banking reforms, particularly in the areas of supervision, corporate governance, risk
management, and asset clean-up, have strengthened the banking system, boosting its overall performance with higher
asset growth, enhanced asset quality, improved profitability and better capitalization. There were also some
improvements in other areas of the financial system: the debt market has continued to develop, deposit insurance has
been strengthened, and supervisory coordination enhanced. These same reforms served financial institutions well as
they were able to stand global financial turbulence. Regulatory authorities are embarking on reforms to further
strengthen the financial system with respect to emerging risks and to sharpen macro-prudential tools.
Session III: Challenges for the Asian Financial and Capital Markets and the “Growth Strategy”
In Session III, presenters identified the challenges for Asia’s financial markets and provided solutions for such
challenges.
Mr. Shigesuke Kashiwagi (Senior Managing Director, Government Affairs and Risk Advisory Group, Nomura
Holdings, Inc.) emphasized the importance of fostering Asia’s capital markets for further economic growth.
The Asian economy has grown significantly in the last decade. Despite the rapid growth in capital markets, indirect
financing accounts for a substantial part of corporate financing, especially in countries such as China, India, and
Malaysia. There will be a significant reduction in banks’ lending capacity in Asia due to implementation of Basel III
rules. Hence, capital markets will increasingly become important for financing in Asia. To this end, the
governments of Asian economies are planning to develop capital markets in Asia through regional cooperation,
including the Asian Bond Markets Initiative (ABMI). In addition, for further progress, Asia should make financial
services into an “industry”; it should create a pan-Asian financial services industry.
Mr. Kashiwagi presented six solutions for achieving further development of Asia’s financial system and markets.
First, regulators should cooperate for harmonization and standardization of national rules. Second, standardization of
hard infrastructure will contribute to more efficient market transactions. Third, regulators should engage in global
regulatory reform discussions and carefully consider possible impacts that the new regulations, such as liquidity rules,
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would have on the region’s capital market activities as they would raise the cost of market making. Fourth,
development of reliable and efficient settlement systems will increase the resilience of the financial markets.
Settlement systems are one of the most important infrastructures, especially for growing economies which need
smooth money flows and market activities. Fifth, each country, city, or region should seek a core competitive skill set
to make a pan-Asian financial services industry. And sixth, a consistent and predictable regulatory/supervisory
approach is a crucial element for the private sector in making investment decisions and committing their resources.
Mr. Chikahisa Sumi (Deputy Commissioner for International Affairs and Competitiveness, FSA) presented Japan’s
growth strategy for financial markets and financial industry. Mr. Sumi briefly explained “The Action Plan for the
New Growth Strategy,” published by the FSA in December 2010, which summarizes necessary measures for the
financial sector to promote economic growth. The action plan placed a focus on the importance of the growing Asia.
Mr. Sumi then described the situation of the Japanese financial system. Subprime loan products had limited direct
impact on the Japanese financial sector, partly because Japanese financial institutions had implemented Basel II before
the crisis. According to Basel II, unrated securitization exposures are deducted from capital unless a bank can
appropriately capture the risk profile of their underlying assets. Therefore, banks were reluctant to purchase subprime
products. The small exposure to toxic assets generally limited the losses from these assets for Asian financial
institutions.
On the other hand, Japanese financial institutions were damaged by the subprime problem indirectly through
contraction of external demand and valuation losses of equity holdings. Therefore, policy measures taken in Japan
against the global financial crisis focused on maintaining financial intermediary functions, and were different from
measures taken in the United States and Europe. These measures include capital injection to 11 regional financial
institutions.
For Asian economic development, Asian countries need to make further investment in infrastructure. To this end,
these countries need capital for investment. However, capital flows into Asia are not always stable; capital comes in
quickly but can leave quickly. Therefore, these countries need to promote regional cooperation such as Chiang Mai
Initiative (CMI) and ABMI in order to attract long-term funds.
Ms. Belinda Gibson (Deputy Chairman, Australian Securities and Investments Commission) emphasized the
importance of regulatory cooperation. At international and regional levels, cooperation and coordination are critical
to reduce arbitrage risks. Regulators must keep all regulatory provisions within a zone, especially in credit ratings.
Information on capital inflows is not transparent to regulators. Information sharing between regulators would be
useful.
Mr. Jiro Seguchi (President and Representative Director, Merrill Lynch Japan Securities Co., Ltd., Country
Executive for Japan, Co-Head of Asia Pacific Corporate and Investment Banking, Bank of America Group) identified
the challenge for Asia and discussed what the banking sector can do to address that challenge.
The challenge for Asia is how to make the current economic growth sustainable. There are two roles on the part of
the banking sector in this regard. First, banks in Asia should have in place infrastructure and capacity to utilize excess
capital within Asia. Specifically, banks need to implement stringent risk management in order to effectively utilize
capital. And second, they should build infrastructure so that stable, long-term capital can be introduced to the region.
On the part of regulators, they should work to establish robust and consistent standards across Asia. Consistent rules
on governance structure will be crucial for financial institutions in making appropriate decisions in the changing
financial situation. Transparency and disclosure are also important for efficient capital markets.
Session IV: Panel Discussion
The chairman of this session, Prof. Yoshino, summarized the discussions made in sessions I, II and III. The financial
environment in Asia is different from those in the United States and Europe. For example, SMEs account for a
significant part of the economy in Asia, and the financial system is bank-oriented, as bank lending is the most
important financing means for many businesses. In some countries, access to credit remains difficult. Such unique
features of Asia’s financial system need to be taken into account when considering the roles the financial sector plays
in promoting economic growth.
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Discussions by panelists then took place. The summary of the discussions are as follows.
The situation of Asia’s financial system is different from that of the global financial system. Asia’s financial structure
is dominated by the banking sector and banks are not as efficient and transparent as those in the United States or
Europe. Hence, global discussions on regulatory reforms under the G20 and the FSB seem to focus on issues
different from what Asia is facing. Asia should promote its voice to be heard in the global discussions.
Promoting access to finance and consumer education is important for continuing economic growth in the Asian region.
The lack of financial products and the difficulty SMEs face to receiving credit from banks are issues that need to be
dealt with to achieve further economic growth and to enable the fruit of economic growth to be distributed to a wider
population. In relation to promoting access to finance, there is an issue that micro credit is not under the supervision
of financial regulators or central banks.
Under the globalization of the financial markets, much more progress in the financial sector will be needed to
strengthen regulation and supervision in Asia.
*** ** ***

* For further details of the conference, please refer to the Conference Materials for International Conference on “The
Role of the Financial Sector in Promoting Economic Growth in Asia” on the website of the FSA Institute. The
conference program, presentation materials and a summary of the conference can be downloaded from the site.
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Topics
128th & 129th Compulsory Automobile Liability Insurance Councils
The 128th & 129th Compulsory Automobile Liability Insurance Councils were held on January 14 and 20, 2011.
Discussions were held about results of verification of the standard rates of compulsory automobile liability insurance.
As a result of the discussions, the standard rates of compulsory automobile liability insurance will be raised by
11.7% on average on April 1, 2011.
1. Results of Verification of Compulsory Automobile Liability Insurance Rates
In order to ensure proper standard rates for compulsory automobile liability insurance premiums, the Non-Life
Insurance Rating Organization of Japan verifies their propriety each year, and reports the verification results to the FSA
Commissioner. The FSA Commissioner reports these verification results to this Council. If the verification results in a
decision that the standard rates are improper, then the standard rates are revised.
The loss ratios according to the FY2010 rate verification results reported at the 128th Compulsory Automobile
Liability Insurance Council are as follows.
(unit: %)
Contract year

FY2010

FY2011

Previous (April 2008)
planned loss ratio at time
133.8
of revision
Planned loss ratio
139.3
139.9
according to FY2010
rates investigation results
Note: Loss ratio = (Insurance payouts / Net premium revenues) x 100
Under the current standard rates of compulsory automobile liability insurance, assuming that the cumulative balance
of revenue and expenditure and cumulative investment profits until the 2007 contract year are to be returned over a
five year period, at the rates reduced in April 2008, the planned loss ratio of the net insurance rates is 133.8%.
According to FY2010 rate verification result, the 2011 contract year’s loss ratio of the net insurance rate is forecast at
139.9%, which exceeds the planned loss ratio. This showed that if the current standard rates are continued, it will be
necessary to compensate for the cumulative expenditure which will exceed cumulative revenue in FY2012.
For the future rate level, the opinion was given that “In returning the rate to its original level, it is appropriate
to return in two stages.” But another opinion was given that “In order to reduce the burden on automobile
users, insurance companies should demonstrate a policy of working to reduce administrative costs.”
The 129th Compulsory Automobile Liability Insurance Council concluded on the direction of “While maintaining
the framework of revenue/expenditure balance over the five years until FY2012, which was assumed at the time of the
rate change in April 2008, regarding the net insurance rates, for the amount of the clear difference vs. the previous
time’s expectations according to this fiscal year’s verification results, it is appropriate to raise the rate in order to adjust
this. In doing so, when changing the rates in order to return to the original rate level in FY2013, it will be possible to
ease the sudden increase in insurance premium burdens of policyholders.”
In accordance with this thinking, the recommendation is that the new standard rates notified by the Non-Life
Insurance Rating Organization of Japan be applied starting April 1, 2011.
The new standard rates will be, for example, 24,950 yen for a personal use automobile two year contract (2,480 yen
above the current standard rate of 22,470 yen). For details, refer to the “(Attachment) Compulsory Automobile
Liability Insurance Standard Rates Applied inFY201 (by Insurance Period).”
*For the circumstances of the standard rates revision of April 2008, please go to the FSA web site and access “FSA
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Newsletter No.63 ” from the FSA Newsletter section. (Available in Japanese only)
Reference: What are “Standard Rates”?
The standard rates are one set of insurance rates, calculated by a non-life insurance rating organization. If an
insurance company which is a member of a non-life insurance rating organization follows the procedure for
notification of using the standard rates calculated by that non-life insurance rating organization as its own insurance
rates, then it is deemed as having obtained approval based on the Insurance Business Act. Currently, the Non-Life
Insurance Rating Organization of Japan calculates the standard rates of compulsory automobile liability insurance,
which are used by all insurance companies which handle compulsory automobile liability insurance.
2. Inquiry Items
In addition to the above, the secretariat explained that, regarding each mutual aid association which conducts
compulsory automobile liability insurance business, for changing part of the items concerning mutual aid premiums in
mutual aid rules along with the standard rates notice, each administrative agency with jurisdiction will give its approval
and agreement. As a result of discussion, it was found that there is no objection to this inquiry item.

3. Report Items
(1) The report on the implementation situation of the proposed compulsory automobile liability insured medical
treatment compensation standard stated that it is currently implemented in 45 prefectures, and that discussions will
continue towards its early implementation in the remaining two prefectures (Yamanashi and Okayama).
(2) The General Insurance Association of Japan reported on uses of FY2011 investment profits of private insurance
companies. The National Federation of Agricultural Co-operative Associations reported on uses of FY2011
investment profits of JA Mutual. The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism reported on uses of
FY2011 investment profits of the Motor Vehicle Safety Special Account.
(3) The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism reported on recent initiatives concerning the
compulsory automobile liability insurance system.
* For details, please go to the FSA web site and access “Compulsory Automobile Liability Insurance Council” from
the from the Councils section. (Available in Japanese only)
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Compulsory Automobile Liability Insurance Standard Rates Applied in FY2011 (by Insurance Period)
Standard rates applied to regions including Okinawa, excluding remote islands.
Vehicle model

(units: yen, %))

12 months (1 year contract)
24 months (2 year contract)
36 months (3 year contract)
Current Revised Revision Revision Current Revised Revision Revision Current Revised Revision Revision
%
standard standard amount
%
standard standard amount
%
standard standard amount
rate
rate
rate
rate
rate
rate
I
J K=J-I L= K÷I
F G=F-E H=G÷E
E
B C = B-A D =C ÷A
A

Business

Personal

Towing ordinary freight auto
or ordinary freight auto

Passenger Business 43,650 53,870 10,220
auto or
Personal 13,080 13,840
760
towing
passenger
auto
Business use
A
94,330 114,490 20,160
passenger
B
75,180 91,010 15,830
auto
C
57,480 69,310 11,830
D
24,300 28,650 4,350
Personal passenger auto 13,850 15,110 1,260
Max load over 49,040 49,550
510
2 tons

23.4
5.8

21.4
21.1
20.6
17.9
9.1
1.0

22,470
92,160

24,950
93,170

2,480
1,010

11.0
1.1

Max load ≤ 2 34,230
tons

34,570

340

1.0

62,830

63,500

670

1.1

Max load over 35,260
2 tons

35,620

360

1.0

64,850

65,580

730

1.1

Max load ≤ 2 23,920
tons

24,150

230

1.0

42,400

42,850

450

1.1

19,420

23,300

3,880

20.0

33,500

41,180

7,680

22.9

12,250

14,190

1,940

15.8

19,290

23,130

3,840

19.9

9,280
12,090
8,620

9,640
13,600
9,260

360
1,510
640

3.9
12.5
7.4

13,400
18,980
12,080

14,110
21,970
13,350

710
2,990
1,270

5.3
15.8
10.5

7,930

8,150

220

2.8

10,730

11,170

440

4.1

6,870
12,370

7,010
12,950

140
580

2.0
4.7

8,630

8,910

280

3.2

7,790
7,790
7,790

8,010
8,010
8,000

220
220
210

2.8
2.8
2.7

7,270
7,270
17,720

7,440
7,440
18,720

170
170
1,000

2.3
2.3
5.6

9,430
9,430
30,130

9,770
9,770
32,100

340
340
1,970

3.6
3.6
6.5

10,190

10,590

400

3.9

15,210

16,010

800

5.3

10,190

10,590

400

3.9

15,210

16,010

800

5.3

Not
10,200
inspected

10,600

400

3.9

15,200

16,000

800

5.3

Product auto

Small freight Business
auto or
Personal
towing small
freight auto
Small motorcycle
Light auto Inspected
Not
inspected
Large special auto or
small special auto
Emergency auto
≥ 3 wheel auto
(excl. light auto)
Small motorcycle
Light Inspected
auto
Not
inspected
Hearse
Education auto
≥ 3 wheel
auto (excl.
light auto)
Small
motorcycle
Light auto

Other

Special use auto

Inspected

30,910

34,600

3,690

11.9

17,450
25,730
15,470

18,500
30,170
17,350

1,050
4,440
1,880

6.0
17.3
12.2

10,350

10,770

420

4.1

20,130

21,310

1,180

5.9

20,110

21,300

1,190

5.9

Towed auto
5,090
5,080
- 10
- 0.2
5,120
5,100
- 20
- 0.4
(excl. towed light autos)
Towed light Inspected 5,090
5,080
- 10
- 0.2
5,120
5,100
- 20
- 0.4
auto
Not
5,100
5,110
10
0.2
5,110
5,120
10
0.2
5,120
5,140
20
0.4
inspected
Moped
6,960
7,280
320
4.6
8,790
9,420
630
7.2
10,580 11,520
940
8.9
Note: Net insurance rate and loss investigation cost of contracts with an insurance period exceeding one year are calculated by discounting using a 2% long term
contract planned interest rate.
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Financial Services Agency Disclosure System Working Group Report ~
Development of Legal System for Rights Offering in Japan ~
The Action Plan put together on December 24 for achieving the New Growth Strategy (June 18, 2010 Cabinet
Decision) includes “Development of the Disclosure Rules for Smooth Implementation of ‘Rights Offering’ ” as a
policy for “Flexible Supply of Funds, etc.”
In this environment, the Disclosure System Working Group deliberated three times since December 2010 regarding
development of a legal system, together with “Expansion of Scope of English-Language Disclosures System” (report
published on December 17, 2010) to facilitate use of rights offerings (a capital increase by allotment of share options
without contribution) as one possible capital increase technique. This report delivers the results of the study by this
Disclosure Working Group.
In rights offering, share options are allotted to all shareholders without contributions. It is one capital increase
technique, along with “publicly offering” and “capital increase through third-party allotment.”
A shareholder can exercise his/her allotted share options and pay money, acquiring shares. Meanwhile, instead of
exercising these share options, the shareholder can sell them in the market. Therefore, it has the feature that a
shareholder who does not want a decrease in his/her shareholding percentage can avoid that by exercising his/her
share options, while a shareholder who does not want to invest additional capital can avoid that additional payment by
selling his/her share options.
Rights offering is a capital increase technique widely used in Europe, especially for large capital increases. Investors
etc. are calling for active use of rights offerings, as it can be a capital increase technique which pays attention to fair
treatment of existing shareholders because it could protect the shareholding ratios of existing shareholders.
In order to facilitate use of rights offerings, it is hoped that, based on the proposals of this report which are
summarized below, related parties will appropriately advance the development of the legal system.
(1) More Flexible Methods of Delivering Prospectuses
In order to shorten the time and lower the cost regarding rights offering while ensuring investor protection, if the
following conditions are met, it is appropriate not to require delivery of prospectuses;
(i) It is rights offering in which the share options are listed on a financial instruments exchange
(ii) Securities registration statement is submitted (resulting in its posting in an electronic disclosure system
(EDINET))
(iii) Information such as EDINET’s web site address is published in daily newspapers as soon as possible after
submission of the securities registration statement (at latest, by the time the share option allotment is made)
(2) Review the Scope of Underwriting of Securities
In rights offerings, there could be a scheme in which share options which are not exercised are acquired by the issuer
based on the acquisition conditions, then sold to securities companies, and those securities companies exercise these
share options to acquire shares and sell them in the market or to others (referred to hereinafter as “commitment type
rights offering”). From a viewpoint of acts of a securities company making a commitment, as the securities company
gives a prior promise to acquire and exercise the portion of the issued share options which are not exercised by
investors (including existing shareholders), its form of action and risk taking would indicate that there are similarities
as if the securities company acts as an underwriter. Therefore, it is appropriate that acts of a securities company which
makes a commitment (acquisition and exercise of unexercised share options) are positioned as underwriting of
securities, and a framework to impose necessary regulations on securities companies need to be put in place for
ensuring investor protection.
(3) Other Issues
It is also appropriate to study handling of regulations on tender offers and on reports of possession of large volume,
and correspondence to securities regulations of foreign countries.
* For details, please go to the FSA web site and access “ ‘FSA Disclosure System Working Group Report’ ~
Development of Legal System for ‘Rights Offering’ ~” (January 19) from the Press Releases section. (Available in
Japanese only)
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Revision of Insurance Inspection Manual
1. Introduction
On February 4, 2011, the FSA revised the “Inspection Manual for Insurance Companies” (hereinafter referred to as
“Insurance Inspection Manual”), which was issued and published as an Inspection Bureau Director General Notice.
The Insurance Inspection Manual was revised several times since its creation in June 2000, but it was completely
revised this time, including reorganization of the overall composition.
An outline etc. of the revised Insurance Inspection Manual is explained in this section below.
For convenience, the pre-revision Insurance Inspection Manual is referred to below as the “Old Manual,” and the
post-revision Insurance Inspection Manual as the “Revised Manual.”
2. Background of the Insurance Inspection Manual Revision
The Insurance Inspection Manual’s composition and content were greatly revised in June 2006. But revision
became necessary again in response to changes in the environment surrounding inspection operations and insurance
companies.
In particular, in the Old Manual, for cases where business operation problems occur in insurance companies, (1)
Items to check individual problem points were mixed up with items to check the system, making it difficult to verify
which of the insurance company’s functions are problematic, and where the causes of the problems are, (2) There was
a lack of check items to verify whether an organizational system is developed for the insurance company itself to
proactively work to improve the problem, making it difficult to verify its proactive improvement function.
Also, the so-called “Lehman Shock” created a need to enhance and strengthen items for verifying more advanced
risk management responses of insurance companies.
Consequently, investigating revision of the Insurance Inspection Manual was a topic raised in the “Efforts for Better
Regulation in Financial Inspections (Action Plan II)” created in May 2009. After a great deal of consideration, the FSA
published a draft revision on December 15, 2010, and gathered public opinions. Then on February 4, 2011, based on
the opinions received, the Revised Manual was published, and it was issued and published as an Inspection Bureau
Director General Notice.
This Notice will apply to inspections executed on April 1, 2011 or later. Items concerning the roles of actuaries
regarding the situation of ability to pay insurance payouts will be applied starting March 31, 2012, accompanying
enforcement of the laws and ordinances.
3. Common Format
As one of the reasons for this large revision, content written in the Old Manual was also arranged to emulate the
composition of the Financial Inspection Manual, in accordance with the common format of each system.
Specifically, in building each management system, the roles and responsibilities of Management are vital. Therefore,
it adopts the same format as the Financial Inspection Manual, and except for the “Business Management
(Governance)(for Basic Elements),” it is comprised of three parts: “I. Development and Establishment of System by
Management,” “II. Development and Establishment of System by Manager,” “III. Specific issues.” It thus clarified the
roles and responsibilities which should be played by Management and Manager.
“I.Development and Establishment of System by Management” emphasizes not only Management developing
management policies and organizational frameworks and rules, but also the management system as a dynamic process
to constantly improve the existing system, and appropriately 1. Develop policies (Plan), 2. Develop rules and
organizational framework (Do), 3. Evaluate (Check), 4. Improve (Action). In other words, verification items are
arranged from the viewpoint of whether the so-called PDCA cycle functions effectively.
If problem occurrences are found in verification of “II. Development and Establishment of System by Manager” or
“III. Specific issues,” then thoroughly verify which part of this PDCA cycle did not function effectively, thereby
leading to problems occurring.Especially,if Management is unaware of weak points and problem points that the
inspector found through inspections, then do verification including the possibility that the system is not functioning
effectively.
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4. Content of Each Checklist
The current revision reorganized and rearranged the verification categories, reducing them from 9 items into 8 items.
The “Product Development Management System Inspection Checklist” of the Old Manual was reorganized and
rearranged in the Revised Manual, into “Business Management（Governance）（for Basic Elements）” and product
development related checklists such as “Insurance Underwriting Risk Management System.”
The following explains the content of each checklist, including major points changed from the Old Manual (except
for changes described above).
(1) Checklist for Business Management （Governance）
（for Basic Elements）
To verify the business management of an insurance company, this checklist checks whether the following
basic elements are appropriately demonstrated, and whether the insurance company’s business management is
functioning effectively as a whole: 1. System of business management by the board of directors, etc., 2. Internal
audit system, 3. System of audits by the corporate auditors, etc., 4. External audit system, 5. System of checking
by actuary. In the Old Manual, the “Checklist for Internal Control System” is positioned as common items
overall. But in the Revised Manual, the “Checklist for Internal Control System” was reorganized into this
checklist, and in accordance with the Financial Inspection Manual, was positioned as categories for verifying
parts which are basic elements of business management (governance) of insurance companies.
(2) Checklist for Legal Compliance
This is a checklist to check whether an insurance company has appropriate legal compliance in conducting its
business. Its check items are mainly for whether the legal compliance system is functioning effectively for the
insurance company’s overall business, and whether the systems for handling of legal violations and anti-social
forces are functioning effectively.
(3) Checklist for Insurance Sales Management
This is a checklist to check whether there is appropriate management required to ensure compliance with laws
and regulations on insurance solicitation, and to achieve proper insurance solicitation. Its check items are mainly
for whether the insurance company’s insurance solicitation management system is functioning effectively, and
whether the systems for insurance solicitation’s customer explanations and insurance solicitation outsourcing and
management are functioning effectively.
In comparing with the Old Manual, in the Checkpoints at the top of this checklist, “Insurance solicitor belong
to a variety of organizations: insurance company sales staff, tied agencies, independent agencies, composite
agencies, etc. Therefore, it writes that “It is necessary to be aware that a uniform management system is
insufficient, and to develop and establish these systems.” Also, for independent agencies which have multiple
connected insurance companies, new check items were added regarding whether the insurance company is
checking whether policies are created for customer information management and to prevent improper
solicitations for transfers between connected insurance companies.
(4) Checklist for Customer Protection Management
Customer protection management refers to things which should be done from the viewpoints of protection and
enhanced convenience of the insurance company’s customers. This covers insurance contract management,
insurance payout management, customer support management, customer information management, outsourcing
management, conflict of interest management, and management of operations which the insurance company
deems necessary for customer protection and enhanced convenience. This is a checklist to check whether each of
these management systems is functioning effectively.
This revision includes some changes in the checklist such as the addition of check items concerning
management of outsourcing.
(5) Checklist for Comprehensive Risk Management
This is a checklist to check whether the risk management process to achieve the insurance company’s strategic
goals is functioning effectively: Does it understand the overall risks it faces, compare this with its capital, and
control its risks? This checklist was newly introduced. This checklist drastically added to and revised what was
written in the Old Manual. Its revision reflects the content of the “Comprehensive Guidelines for Supervision of
Insurance Companies” revisions (June 2009), referred to what is written about the Checklist for Comprehensive
Risk Management of the Financial Inspection Manual, and considers the characteristics of insurance company
operations.
Also, in the Old Manual, check items on financial soundness and actuarial matters,, such as appropriate
accumulation of policy reserves, appropriate calculation of solvency margin ratio, business analysis and separate
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accounting, were placed in the “Checklist for Inspection of the Management System for Financial Soundness and
Actuarial Matters.,” These are now positioned as subject to comprehensive risk management, and this checklist is
rearranged into the “Checklist for Comprehensive Risk Management” (Attachment).
(6) Checklist for Insurance Underwriting Risk Management
Insurance underwriting risk refers to the risk that insurance companies may suffer losses due to changes in
economic conditions and incidence rates of insured events ,etc.,contrary to the forecasts made at the time of
setting premium rates.This is a checklist to check whether the process of managing insurance underwriting risk is
functioning effectively.
(7) Checklist for Asset Risk Management
Asset investment risk refers to the risk that an insurance company may incur losses due to fluctuations in value
of assets and liabilities held. This is comprised of three risks: market risks, credit risks and real estate investment
risks. This is a checklist to check whether there is an effectively functioning asset investment risk management
system which matches the scale and nature of the insurance company’s business.
Market risks and credit risks generally have large weights in asset investment risks borne by the insurance
company. This is why these two risks are arranged as check items in an (Attachment) of the Revised Manual.
In asset investment, one must consider the liability characteristic of insurance companies, which bear
obligations to pay insurance payouts over a long period when reasons occur for insurance payouts. The Old
Manual has such check items written in consideration of this characteristic. The Revised Manual added new
check items on whether in its asset investment, the insurance company holds sufficient assets with suitable
characteristics such as maturity and liquidity,etc. , to fulfill obligations in the future.
(8) Checklist for Operational Risk ,etc. Management
Operational risk ,etc.refers to “administrative risks,” “information system risk,” “liquidity risk” and “other
operational risk defined by the insurance company. This is a checklist to check whether management systems
for each of these is functioning effectively.
In the Old Manual, among the “liquidity risk,” in the Checklist for Operational Risk,etc. Management,
check items were created for “cash flow risk” (the risk of incurring losses due to being forced to sell assets at a
price considerably lower than normal in order to maintain funds, owing to deteriorating cash flows as a result
of: 1) decreasing insurance premium revenue as a result of a decline in new policy sales due to factors such as
the deteriorating financial condition of the insurance company; 2) increased cash surrender benefit payments
due to voluntary terminations of a large number of policies or large-lot policies; or 3) an outflow of funds in the
aftermath of a large-scale disaster). In the Asset Investment Risk Management System Checklist, check items
were created for “market liquidity risk” (the risk of incurring losses due to the inability to trade on a market or
being forced to trade at a price considerably less advantageous than normal owing to a market disruption, etc.).
In the Revised Manual, “cash flow risk ” and “market liquidity risk” are closely related, so both are combined
into “liquidity risk,” and its check items are created in the Checklist for Operational Risk ,etc. Management.
5. Conclusion
The Insurance Inspection Manual is positioned as the handbook used when the inspector inspects an insurance
company. Under the principle of self-responsibility, each insurance company is expected to refer to the Insurance
Inspection Manual, fully utilize creativity and ingenuity, and develop a system in accordance with its scale and nature.
The FSA is informing its inspectors about the content of this revision, and continues working to “fully consider the
scale and nature of the insurance company, while mechanical and uniform application” should be avoided.
Checkpoints ,etc. of the Insurance Inspection Manual are shared with insurance companies, for enhanced dialogue
between inspectors and insurance companies, as the FSA strives for more efficient and effective inspection operations.
* For details, please go to the FSA web site and access “ ‘Insurance Inspection Manual Revision (draft)’ – Measures
taken after receipt of public comments” (February 4, 2011) from the Press Releases or Public Comments sections.
(Available in Japanese only)
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Results of Inspections of Investment Advisories/Agencies and a Policy
Recommendation
The Securities and Exchange Surveillance Commission (SESC), together with Local Finance Bureaus, has been
conducting intensive inspections of investment advisories/agencies since March 2009, with focus placed on their legal
compliance. On February 8, 2011, it summarized and published the results of the inspections. Furthermore, based on
these, the SESC recommended the FSA Commissioner that it is necessary to introduce a personnel requirement for
registration as an investment advisory/agency.
By publishing the results, the SESC intends to ask investment advisories/agencies to comply with the relevant laws
and regulations, and to alert the public investors to be well aware of the issues identified, when signing investment
advisory contracts with investment advisories/agencies.
I. Summary of Inspection Results
As of end January 2011, the SESC found legal violations in 47 of the 74 firms inspected and among the 74,
serious legal violations were found in 11 firms. Accordingly, the SESC made recommendations to the FSA to take
administrative disciplinary actions against them.
1. Main Problems
The main problems found in the inspections are as follows.
(1) Deviations from Investment Advisory/Agency Business
(i) Engagement in Unregistered Businesses (4 firms)
Two investment advisories/agencies were found to be engaged in solicitation and sales of unlisted stocks and
one in solicitation of foreign investment securities, without the required registration of Type I Financial
Instruments Business Operator. One firm was soliciting investment in collective investment schemes
(investment partnerships) without the required registration of Type II Financial Instruments Business Operator.
These were effectively operating Type I and Type II financial instruments businesses without the required
registration, thus evading the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act’s regulations that aim at protecting the
public investors under the registration system. Therefore, considering the severity and wrongfulness of the
violations, the SESC made recommendations to take administrative disciplinary actions against all the four
firms. One firm out of the four, in particular, was very malicious as it was engaged in the similar illegal
activities identified through the past inspection that resulted in business suspension and improvement orders.
(ii) Name-lending to Unregistered Dealers (4 firms)
Two investment advisories/agencies were found to make arrangements for unregistered parties to engage in
investment advisory business or sales of fund equities of a collective investment scheme under their names.
One firm, though it did not lend its name, was found to have their own employees engage in sales of unlisted
stocks and fund equities of an investment fund by an unregistered firm, while knowing that the latter did not
have the necessary registration. Another firm outsourced fund management, while knowing that the outsourced
party did not register as an investment management business.
In these cases, the registration system was evaded by allowing unregistered entities that are not subject to the
regulations to operate regulated financial activities. Considering the severity and maliciousness of these illegal
activities, recommendations were made to take administrative disciplinary actions against all the four firms.
(2) Inappropriate Operations of Investment Advisory/Agency Business
(i) Inappropriate Provision of Information to Customers (Advertisements with false information,
documents to be provided prior to signing a contract were not provided, etc.) (33 firms)
Many firms were found to have provided their customers with very inappropriate information: e.g. items
written in advertisements were deficient or false; solicitation materials with false displays were used to solicit
signing of investment advisory contracts; and documents to be provided prior to, or upon, signing a contract
were not provided or their contents were deficient.
Among these cases, the SESC made recommendations to the FSA to take administrative disciplinary actions
against three firms that issued remarkably false advertisements or gave their customers no documents to be
provided prior to signing a contract, considering the seriousness and maliciousness of these illegal activities.
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(ii) Inappropriate Preparation and Management of Basic Books and Documents (Mandatory books were
not prepared or stored, business reports with false contents were submitted, etc.) (16 firms)
The SESC found many legal violations with regards to basic documentation. For example, there were firms
that did not make or store mandatory records of advices they have made to customers. Some firms were found
to make false financial statements or submit business reports with wrong number of contracts and amount of
investment advisory fees. Another firm filed a false report in response to an order from a Local Finance Bureau,
aiming to conceal that it was soliciting investments in collective investment schemes without the required
registration of Type II financial instruments business operator.
Among these, the SESC issued recommendations to the FSA to take administrative disciplinary actions
against four firms that submitted misstated business reports aiming to conceal insolvency or that filed a false
report in response to an order from a Local Finance Bureau, considering the seriousness and maliciousness of
these illegal acts.
2. Causes of Legal Violations
Looking at the causes of these problems, in almost all cases, the officers of the investment advisories/agencies
remarkably lacked basic legal knowledge and perception of the need for legal compliance. In these situations, it
was found that the firms prioritized their own profits over compliance with laws and regulations.
II. Way Forward
1. Investment Advisories/Agencies
Investment advisories/agencies are strongly required to be aware of their duties for legal compliance as
registered business operators and to comply with the laws and regulations to protect the public investors, with due
regard for the above problems and causes.
In addition, the Japan Securities Investment Advisers Association, given the recent increase in its membership,
is strongly expected to further demonstrate its role as a self-regulatory organization for thorough legal compliance
of its members.
2. Securities and Exchange Surveillance Commission
(1) A Policy Recommendation
As described above, almost all cases of legal violations found in the inspections were caused by the
remarkable lack of basic legal knowledge and recognition of the need for legal compliance among officers of
the investment advisories/agencies inspected.
Considering these situations, under Article 21 of the Act for Establishment of the Financial Services Agency,
the SESC made a policy recommendation to the FSA Commissioner on February 8, 2011 that, in order to
further promote investor protection with regards to investment advisories/agencies, it is necessary to introduce
a personnel requirement for registration as an investment advisory/agency, which will enable the FSA to refuse
a registration application if the applicant is deemed to have inadequate officers to conduct investment
advisory/agency business, such as those who lack relevant legal knowledge and recognition of the need for
legal compliance. This personnel requirement has already been introduced for the other financial instruments
business operators.
This is also expected, once introduced, to contribute to enhancing countermeasures to exclude organized
crime from investment advisories/agencies business, while each government ministry/agency is supposed to
work on these measures, following “Initiatives to Exclude Organized Crime from Company Activities” by the
inter-ministerial Working Group on Comprehensive Countermeasures against Organized Crime, reported at the
Ministerial Meeting on Measures Against Crime on December 14, 2010.
(2) Inspections
The SESC will continue inspections on investment advisories/agencies and when problems are found with
respect to legal compliance, it will take strict actions such as making recommendations to the FSA to take
appropriate administrative measures, seeking their correction and improvements.
* For more details, please visit Results of inspections of investment advisories/agencies (main points) (February 8,
2011) on the SESC website. (Available in Japanese only)
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Notices
● Use of KAN-FULL BLOG
In November 2010, as part of information delivery by the Prime Minister’s Office, the KAN's Blog was created,
with a section written by Prime Minister Kan and transmission of videos of the Prime Minister’s speeches. This blog
provides a wide variety of information.
The FSA also received a request from the Cabinet Public Relations Office to cooperate in utilizing the KAN's Blog
Its banner is shown on the FSA web site and the web sites of the Financial Research Center, SESC and the Certified
Public Accountants and Auditing Oversight Board. (See below)

To get update information of the KAN's Blog in “the KAN's Blog” emails delivered (update notice email delivery
registration), go to the URL below.

●the KAN's Blog
http://kansblog.kantei.go.jp/
● Reader registration (Update notice email delivery registration)
http://www.mmz.kantei.go.jp/foreign/blog/index.html

● e-Gov Electronic Application System use (Available in Japanese only)
As an initiative to improve convenience and service for the people, for applications and notices of the Financial
Services Agency, you can use the e-Gov Electronic Application System http://shinsei.e-gov.go.jp/menu/ to
send electronic applications and notices, etc. Please take advantage of it.
To see which applications and notices etc. can be processed in this system, please check Search by List of
Laws & Ordinances, on the page Procedure Instructions for Applications & Notices, etc.
http:/www.fsa.go.jp/common/shinsei/index.html.
To use this system, you must agree with the e-Gov Electronic Application System Usage Agreement.
● Advantages of using the e-Gov Electronic Application System
Anytime
• You can do procedures 24 hours without time restrictions, even at night or on holidays.
Note: When this system requires maintenance, there can be times when the system stops working.
Anywhere
• You can do procedures via Internet at home, work, and even far away.
Note: For attached documents, when you must submit originals such as public institution certificates, you
may have to send them separately by post, etc.
*For details on how to use the e-Gov Electronic Application System, see Electronic Applications on the e-Gov
home page.
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● Is That Money-Making Scheme Safe?
Beware of fraudulent investment solicitation!
There have been frequent cases of fraudulent investment solicitation related to unlisted stocks and investment funds.
Please watch out for such fraudulent investment solicitation.
Warning about transactions related to “unlisted stocks” and “privately placed bonds”
● Generally speaking, it is inconceivable that a broad range of investors will be solicited to make transactions
related to unlisted stocks and privately placed bonds.
→ As solicitation for such investments may be an illegal act, investors should take care never to be
involved in such transactions.
Warnings about “investment funds”
● Under law, only business operators registered with the FSA (or a Local Finance Bureau) are permitted to
solicit a broad range of investors to invest in investment funds.
→ As solicitation made by an unregistered business operator may be an illegal act, investors should take
care never to be involved in such cases.
It is important to make a decision as to whether or not to actually make an investment based on an adequate
understanding of the contents of the transaction. If there are any suspicious points, we advise you to act
cautiously, such as by refraining from making the transaction.
● On the FSA web site, you can obtain more detailed information and check whether the business operator
soliciting you is registered with the FSA (or a Local Finance Bureau).
● Please note that even if business operators are registered with the FSA (or a Local Finance Bureau):
• their creditworthiness is not assured; and
• they are prohibited from making solicitation by suggesting the principal is guaranteed or the transaction is
sure to bring profits, for example.
When you have detected suspicious solicitation activity, be sure to contact the FSA’s Counseling Office for
Financial Services Users.
● Counseling Office for Financial Services Users (Phone calls are accepted from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
weekdays.
Phone No. (Navi Dial Service number): 0570-016811
*Phone calls from an IP phone or a PHS phone are to be made to 03-5251-6811.
FAX: 03-3506-6699
* For further details, please refer to the following FSA websites (available only in Japanese)

● protecting the markets with information received from the public!
The mission of the Securities and Exchange Surveillance Commission (SESC) is to ensure the fairness and
transparency of Japan’s markets and to protect investors, through exerting its authority of market surveillance,
inspections of securities companies, administrative monetary penalties investigations, disclosure documents
inspections and investigations of criminal cases.
The SESC receives a wide range of information from the general public via phone, mail, fax and the internet,
relating to suspected misconducts in the market such as those below. Information received is effectively used as
reference material in its investigations, inspections and other activities. During business year 2009, the SESC
received 7,118 items of information.
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Information on specific stocks
• Market manipulation (through “misegyoku” (false orders), short selling, etc.)
• Insider trading (selling off of stocks by a corporate insider prior to publication of material facts, etc.)
• Spreading of rumors (false rumors through posts to online bulletin boards or email magazines, etc.)
• Suspicious disclosure (annual securities reports, timely disclosure, etc.)
• Suspicious financing (fictitious capital increases, suspicious allotters, etc.)
• Problems of internal control for listed companies etc.

Information on financial instruments business operators, etc.
• Wrongful acts by securities companies, foreign exchange margin (FX) traders, management firms,
investment advisories/agencies, etc. (inadequate explanation of risks, system-related problems, etc.)
• Problems related to business management systems or financial conditions (risk management, customer
asset segregation, calculation of capital adequacy ratio, etc.)etc.
Other information
• Information on suspicious financial instruments, suspicious funds (fraudulent fund-raising schemes, etc.)
or on unregistered business operators
• Information on market participants who are likely to impair the fairness of markets (so-called speculator
groups, etc.)etc
If you have any information like that described above, please be sure to submit it to the SESC. In addition
to information on shares, the SESC also accepts a wide range of information on derivatives, bonds and other
financial instruments. (Please note that the SESC does not accept individual requests for dispute resolution
and inspections.)
To submit information via the internet, please access the Securities Watch & Report Portal on the SESC
website (Available in Japanese only).

Poster calling on the general public to provide information

♦ SESC Securities Watch & Report Portal

Central Government Office Building No.7, 3-2-1 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN 100-8922
Direct line: +81 (3) 3581-9909
Fax: +81 (3) 5251-2136
https://www.fsa.go.jp/sesc/watch/
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● Subscribing to the Email Information Service (Japanese/English)

The Financial Services Agency provides an Email Information Service (Japanese and English) through its
website. If you register your email address on the Japanese subscription page, we will email you once a day with
the latest information, such as the monthly publication, “Access FSA,” and daily press releases.
If you register on the English subscription page, we will email you once a day with the latest information,
such as the “What’s New” information on the English website as well as the “FSA Newsletter.”
To register in Japanese, please access 「新着情報メール配信サービス」, and to register in English,
please access Subscribing to E-mail Information Service.

● Subscribing to the SESC Email Information Service
The Securities and Exchange Surveillance Commission (SESC) provides an Email Information Service
(Japanese/English) through its website. If you register your email address, we will email you with the latest
information from the SESC website, such as recommendations relating to administrative action against financial
instruments business operators and recommendations relating to orders for the payment of administrative
monetary penalties.
* For further details and to register in Japanese, please access 「新着情報メール配信サービス」, and to
register in English, please access Subscribing to E-mail Information Service on the SESC website.

● Subscribing to the CPAAOB Email Information Service

The Certified Public Accountants and Auditing Oversight Board (CPAAOB) provides an Email
Information Service (Japanese/English) through its website. If you register your email address, we will email
you with the latest information from the CPAAOB website.
* For further details and to register in Japanese, please access 「新着情報メール配信サービス」, and to
register in English, please access Subscribing to E-mail Information Service on the CPAAOB website.

Press Releases in January
January ７

Access

128th Compulsory Automobile Liability Insurance Council to be held

January 14

Access

4th Disclosure System Working Group to be held

Access

“Basel Committee Issues Final Elements of the Reforms to Raise the Quality of Regulatory Capital” press
release by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

Access

129th Compulsory Automobile Liability Insurance Council to be held

January 18

Access

FSA publishes the exposures of Japanese deposit-taking institutions to subprime-related products and
securitized products based on the leading practices summarized in the FSF report

January 19

Access

10th Panel on the Certified Public Accountants System to be held

Access
Access
Access

Decision on order to pay an administrative monetary penalty for false statements in annual securities reports
etc. relating to M3, Inc.
Decision on order to pay an administrative monetary penalty for false statements in annual securities reports
etc. relating to Mebix, Inc.
Decision on order to pay an administrative monetary penalty for false statements in annual securities reports
etc. relating to Acrodea, Inc.
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Access

Symposium on Life Planning and Asset Management to be held

Access

“ ‘FSA Disclosure System Working Group Report’ ~ Development of System for Capital Increase by
Allotment of Share Options without Contribution (So-called ‘Rights Offering’) ~”

Access

4th Disclosure Working Group documents (held January 19, 2011)

Access

“Draft Cabinet Office Ordinance Partially Revising the Ordinance for Enforcement of the
Banking Act, etc.” published

Access

128th & 129th Compulsory Automobile Liability Insurance Council held

Access

128th Compulsory Automobile Liability Insurance Council documents (held January 14, 2011)

Access

129th Compulsory Automobile Liability Insurance Council documents (held January 20, 2011)

Access

Status of crime involving counterfeit ATM cards

Access

FSA extends temporary measures regarding restrictions on short selling and purchase of own stocks by listed
companies

Access

10th Panel on the Certified Public Accountants System documents (held January 21, 2011)

January 25

Access

Appointment of Financial System Council Members

January 26

Access

FY2010 Symposiums on Region-based Relationship Banking to be held

January 21

Access
Access
January 28

Access

Financial facilitation in consideration of the occurrence of highly pathogenic bird flu

Access

“Draft Cabinet Order for Amendment of the Order for Enforcement of the Financial Instruments and
Exchange Act”, “Draft Cabinet Ordinance for Partial Amendment of the Cabinet Ordinance Relating to
Definitions Prescribed in Article 2 of the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act” and partial amendment
(draft) of “Determination of Company Accounting Standards designated by the FSA Commissioner as
stipulated in Regulations, etc. for Terminology, Forms and Preparation of Consolidated Financial Statements”
published

Access

Draft Addition of “Q&A on Tender Offers for Shares, etc.” published

Access

41st Financial Service Dispute Resolution Liaison Group to be held

Access

Execution status of management reinforcement plan of Yamanashikenmin Shinyoukumiai and management
reinforcement guidance plan of The Shinkumi Federation Bank (year ended September 2010)

Access

Execution status of management reinforcement plans of 10 regional banks (year ended September 2010)

Access
Access
January 31

Partial revisions (drafts) of “Comprehensive Guidelines for Supervision of Financial Instruments Business
Operators, etc.,” “Comprehensive Guidelines for the Supervision of Major Banks, etc.” and “Comprehensive
Guidelines for the Supervision of Regional Financial Institutions” published
Decision on order to pay an administrative monetary penalty for insider trading by an officer of Inter Action
Corporation

Execution status of management reinforcement plans of Kiyo Holdings, Inc., The Kiyo Bank, Ltd. and The
Howa Bank, Ltd. (year ended September 2010)
“Draft Cabinet Office Ordinance for Partial Amendment of the Order for Enforcement of the Insurance
Business Act”, etc. published

Access

Money Lending Business Related Statistics updated

Access

Status of counseling etc. provided by the “Counseling Office for Financial Services Users” (period: October 1
to December 31, 2010)

Access

Number of cases in information provided concerning improper use of deposit accounts

Access

Promulgation of Cabinet Ordinances and FSA Regulatory Notices concerning the extension of temporary
measures regarding restrictions on short selling and purchase of own stocks by listed companies

Access

is a link to the publication web page.
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Web Pages Most Accessed in January
This section shows the January Press Releases web pages which were accessed the most.
To see the web pages most accessed in the past, go to the FSA web site’s Web pages most accessed
(past data, etc.) (Available in Japanese only)

• List of Issuers of Gift Certificates which are in Repayment Procedures based on the Act on Fund Settlement
• Financial institutions being inspected by FSA
• Financial Facilitation Measures for Small and Medium-sized Companies
• List of licensed (registered) financial institutions
• 10th Panel on the Certified Public Accountants System - Program
• Business Accounting Council
• Names of Parties which Engage in Financial Instruments and Exchange Business while Unregistered
• The Action Plan for the New Growth Strategy (Final Version) published
• “Audit Standards and Evaluation of Internal Controls concerning Financial Reporting, and Implementation
Standards for Audits and Evaluation of Internal Controls concerning Financial Reporting” (public draft)
published
• Partial revision (draft) of “Comprehensive Guidelines for the Supervision of Major Banks, etc.” and
“Comprehensive Guidelines for the Supervision of Regional Financial Institutions” published
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